Reading list for GS1215, to be valid from spring semester of 2017
Reading list was confirmed by Department of Global Studies on 2016-11-15 to be valid from 2016-11-15.

See appendix.
GS1215 Global Gender Studies: Discourses and Theories on Power and Politics, 15 higher education credits
GS1215 Globala genusstudier: diskurser och teorier om makt och politik, 15 högskolepoäng

First Cycle/ Grundnivå

The reading list is confirmed on 2016-11-15 to be valid from 2016-11-15.

Books


Articles


Audio Resources: [http://media.lrb.co.uk/klei02_3811_01.mp3](http://media.lrb.co.uk/klei02_3811_01.mp3)